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“ I SWEAR BY MY LIFE AND LOVE OF IT THAT I SHALL NEVER LIVE FOR THE SAKE OF ANY MAN AND NOR  ASK ANOTHER MAN TO LIVE FOR MINE” –John Galt 

KSFC: Escort JCB grave digger ( earth mover ) seller Mr.Kaustubh 

Saunshikar expressed his grief when he heard this news. 

Mr.Kaustubh who has been struggling hard to collect marginal 

money for his maiden JCB was literally shocked to hear this news. 

According to him how can singh take such a drastic decision when he 

is aware of all the problems of married people? A happy father of a 

daughter & worried husband of a wife Mr. Kaustubh never suggests 

anybody to marry. He always asks every body to hang around 

Whitehorse & enjoy the life. Surprisingly the girl whom singh is 

marrying is also rupa & kaustubh’s wife name is also rupa. Probably 

this factor made kaustubh to shiver as he thought all rupa’s are 

dangerous to husbands. But this is not true. For instance take praveen 

bagade’s wife who is also rupa but she is so good that even in the 

afternoon she does not wishes to wake up her husband & allows him 

to lie in the bed as long as he wishes. Lucky praveen who sleeps so 

soundly that no loud sound can disturb him. Kaustya is always good 

supporter of singh & uses his influence whenever required & he is 

good boaster also. If ever kaustubh owns the JCB, singh will 

definitely be partner in it. Kaustubh encourages love marriages as he 

knows that after marriage there is no chance of loving each other. But

whatever may be the nature of kaustubh, he is always there to help u 

out when u are in problem and does sincere effort to solve them and 

loves taking everything on to his greasy head. 
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SUBHAS SINGH SUICIDES! 

GENTS LADIES TYPE DESIGNER 

BY. PRAVEEN BAGADE 

@ KURDIKERI BUILDING 

NEAR PADMA TALKIES -HUBLI 

GOPANA KOPPA:  Shri.Subhas Singh Jamadar a noted…what not? Politician, Social worker, Real estate agent, 

advertisement agent, Pro Hindu activist, BSNL sim card seller etc.etc..is marrying on May 18th of this year. No doubt 

this is suicidal act for his lively life but it was inevitable. The family sources say that he is marrying an innocent girl of 

renukanagar known as Rupa. The marriage will be observed in large scale as expected and it will be the hottest event of 

this horrible summer at Hebsur bhavan. This will be the last marriage among jamadar brothers provided singh settles 

for one and hence family members are very enthusiastic about this. So called LLM graduate  never wore black coat so 

far and refers himself as lawyer and people know that  he is liar. Probably this will be the biggest marriage function in 

the history of hubli-dharwad after anand sankeshwar’s marriage. He has been working very hard since last 2-3 years in 

order to get himself a good girl but few of the good girls expected better boy than singh and hence it took years to get 

good match. Finally he is happy man now and god knows that he won’t be happy man now onwards……No man can 

be happy once he is married. It is as good as committing suicide. But still we wish him all the best. Love may be blind 

but marriage is real eye opener.   

From desk to dust bin… 

                                                     EDITORIAL BY ADUR 

It’s my third edition in last 5 years and I hope this is the 

last one. Very few mature people appreciated the contents 

of the first two and rest criticized. I care less what you have 

to say about this. I have understood the mentality of this 

soceity and your level.  

 

I don’t consider marriage ceremony as an event to write an

editorial, but I should write because it is singh who is 

getting married this time. 

 

Subhas singh –is one who, when he was not near the girl he 

loved, he loved the girl he is near. So it was not much 

difficult task for him to get marry. But he choose his wife, 

as she did her wedding gown, not for a fine glossy 

surface,but such qualities as would wear well.But I always 

warned singh to marry a girl of his own age because as his 

eyesight fades,so will her beauty. Singh who neither has 

brain nor brawn prefers the beauty.When I told him that 

marriage is like wine, it is not properly judged until the 

second glass - He said he does not drink. And when I tried 

to tell him that the marriage is like a bank account. You put 

it in,you take it out, you loose interest – he said he will not 

put it in the bank. God may save him,if it is inevitable. 
 

 

 

 
 

THIS PAPER IS BASICALLY FOR MATURE, HUMOUROUS AND 

CREATIVE PEOPLE AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TRUE. ALL THE 

CHARACTERS MENTIONED IN THIS PAPER ARE CREATED.  

FOOLS ARE ALLOWED TO TAKE ITS CONTENT SERIOUSLY. THIS 

PAPER IS NOT EDITED FOR SPELLING AND GRAMMAR KEEPING 

YOUR AVERAGE ENGLISH KNOWLEDGE IN A MIND. YOUR 

STINKING COMMENTS CAN BE SENT TO www_adya@rediffmail.com 

VWA CALLS FOR MUNDARGI MUCHCH.!...  
MUNDARGI: Virgin Women Association of Mundargi has lodged a 

complaint against Mr. Singh for marrying a Hubli girl. According to them, 

there are still plenty of virgin girls in this town and singh has spent the 

most of his childhood at this place before settling at gopankoppa. Hence to 

oppose this decision of Mr. Singh, the president of this Association Miss. 

Lakshmi has called for Mundargi Muchch ( Bandh) on 18th of May. “It was 

least expected from a person like subhas, especially after completing LLM 

degree” says Lakshmi. 

Statutory warning! 

PETKAR PISSED OFF ? 

O. H. CIRCLE:Good news ! 

chitnis is carrying… I mean 

his wife is carrying. Srikant 

chitnis 60’s model has 

vomittted twice in old hubli 

circle yesterday and with 

suspect of SARS he went to 

hospital and his virgin 

gynecologist declared his 

wife as pregnant by testing 

him and asked him to take 

rest for 3 months and also 

suggested not ride hero puch 

on uneven humps. Actually 

vakkund had suggested him 

not to go for kids for few 

years and enjoy the life 

though he is old engough to 

be grandfather. But chitnis 

who is always in vitrating 

mode has switched on his 

new generation. 

CHITNIS Carrying 

Angry ANGADI sues SINGH! 

GREEN GARDEN:  Shortest Bachelor of the century, 

Mr.Prabhu Angadi has expressed his angriness towards

Singh for marrying   prior to him and has decided to sue 

him in the Hubli high court bench. But it seems angadi

has forgotten that singh has done LLM and he uses good 

legal points though he has never stepped inside the court. 

Prabhya  is trying to marry since Hugar’s marriage. It is 

unfortunate that now even hugar’s son has grown to the 

height of prabhya but he is yet to find a girl for him. His 

all close friends are getting married every year and 

already most of them have come out with their next 

generation and this makes him really sick. Off late he 

has started taking too much of tension on his back and 

hence he has continuous backpain. Though the matter of 

Angadi sueing singh may not stand in the court but it is 

interesting to see whether at least now singh will defend 

himself in the court or he hires another lawyer.  

 NATHU NERVOUS 

GRAVE DIGGER GRIEVES 

HUFFY HUGAR HUGS 

J.C.NAGAR: Mr. Singh has talked about at least 8-9 girls, and has 

shown the photos of 6-7 girls, and has personally seen 4-5 girls and 

almost got engaged to 2-3 girls but at last he is marrying only one girl. 

It gives great relief to the most of his close associates who have been 

listening the rumours ever since he has declared him self as eligible 

bachelor. He always considered him self as high standard man because 

of his height and anticipated high standards from everybody. And it 

took him very hard time to find a girl. Outsiders were not clear about 

his occupation, insiders were confused and singh him self could not 

count how many businesses he has. His photo used to appear in paper 

once in week under different banners. Some time even he was not 

aware, which organization he is representing. You want a man to take 

leadership and give long speech in Kannada, call singh. He is there. He 

will use very opportunity thrust upon him to flaunt himself. Indeed he is 

noted person in Hubli- Dharwad and it made him even more difficult to 

get a girl as most of the girls now days does not want to listen to

political speeches in the bedroom. Modern girls believe that “man 

should be of deeds not of words”. We wish singh should understand 

this. If he does politics in the bedroom, surely his son will be born with 

black flag in hand  protesting against him. 

CHENNAPETH: The whole 

of chennapeth was elated 

when the news of subhas 

Singh’s marriage was 

announced; few thought it 

was as usual rumour. But it 

was not. Chennapeth is one 

of the prominent area where 

singh spends most of his day 

time while he is not in 

renukanagar and he is likely 

candidate for the next

corporator  election from 

this area provided they 

change the gender of the 

constituency. He has hell lot 

of supporters in this area 

including policemen and 

their valuable customers. 

But the people of this area 

are going to miss his service 

for a while till he recovers 

from the shock of first 

marriage. Their never 

ending problems are looking 

forward to see singh back 

with more energized 

speech….provided he is left 

with any energy after 

marriage. 

 TAILORS TAIL END TALES 

KURADIKERI BLDG:  Praveen bagade urf mark tailor who has seen 

hardly dozen sun rises so far in this year has expressed his happiness 

about this marriage. He is happy not because singh is marrying but in 

future singh will not be working as his wake up alarm and Mr. Bagade 

will have a long day to sleep. Mr. Bagade sees hardly first part of the 

day time & wakes up very early in the evening. Once he got up at 6 am 

and every body were shocked & happy but later on his neighbor 

vakkund clarified that on that day praveen woke up late by only16 hrs. 

Singh tried to wake him up almost every day by personally visiting his 

house but nothing improved. Now Mr. Singh will be married soon &

he won’t do wake up alarm business, more over probably he himself 

needs some body to wake him up in the morning. Singh was like 

nightmare for praveen. It seems some time in the dream when he sees

singh; praveen gets up even in the middle of the night. Some one has to 

wake him up on marriage day if he has to attend this marriage 

WATCHPOCKET:Mr.Singh 

has requested everybody to 

attend the marriage without 

any presents. God has given 

him enough already &

sufficient mind to make 

money in politics. He’s 

eagerly waiting for some 

national disaster to take 

place, so that he can collect 

relief fund. Once that is over 

he is expected to become 

even more  rich.. 

CLUB ROAD: ICICI Bank has agreed to take care of the 

finance part of this marriage. Singh has a joint account at 

the branch along with sudhir saraf. Sudhir is depositor 

and singh is withdrawer and sudhir should see that 

whenever singh draws the money, balance should be 

there. It was not difficult task for singh to raise the 

money as he has been doing since latur earthquake on 

the behalf of one or the other organizations. He is very 

good at fund raising for any event. If Jaswant singh 

authorizes him to collect the money on the behalf of 

Indian poverty, he will convince even Somalia president 

and will make him to contribute. But some of his close 

friends say that he has raised enough money in Sushma 

swaraj election campaign which will last for at least 

another two marriages and this ICICI loan is just an eye 

FINANCE BY 

…ICICI Bank… 

Thank god…at last 

NO GIFTS-PLEASE 

ARVIND NGR: Prashanth 

nathu who weighs 3 times 

than adur eats in terms of 

quintals is really nervous to 

hear this news. As he 

considers singh as ANNA 

now he has to sweat hard to 

do the preparation for this 

marriage. It seems he has 

already lost few Gms of his 

unbearable weight while 

distributing the cards though 

his in take has increased by 

20 % due to this additional 

work. Nathu is considered as 

singh’s right hand though 

his left hand is as good as 

singh’s right thigh 

COURT CIRCLE: Mr.Subhas Hugar the shortest bureau 

chief of the youngest Kannada daily of karnataka has 

literally tried to hug singh when he heard the news. 

Mr.Hugar is the first personal who sincerely tried to fix 

up girl for singh right from his Mysore days but could 

not succeed. Hugar always believed that love is the 

foundation for marriage but singh never thought so and 

it took lot of time for singh to differentiate between love 

and lust. Some reports say that Mr.Hugar is responsible 

for the loss of virginity of singh. Hugar is the first 

person forced to get marry in 90’s and when he was 

leaving to Kashmir recently to report for the election 

Gambhir asked him whether he is afraid of terrorism. In 

reply he said that he has been married for 6 years. 

BLACK DIAMOND BOWS 

HEGGERI: Black diamond is none other than former 

Rambo or bamboo. Yes!.Shri Subhas Hebballi bowed 

his head when he heard that singh is getting married. His 

entire family was relieved with this news. Every 

Monday they used to see singh with one or the other girl 

when he used to take them to shir.sidharoodh math. 

Singh is actually as popular as hebballi in the entire 

region of medar oni. All the members of the hebballi 

family expressed their happiness about his marriage and 

said they are really looking forward for the event. But 

interesting fact is, they are not yet clear about the girl 

whom he is marrying. Reason being he has shown them 

more no. of photos than he has seen. Now they have to 

discover whether the girl is among the photos or not on 

the wedding day it self. Singh is also partner with 

Hebballi in real estate business of rural area. 

VIKASNAGAR: Vishnu petkar known as Madam X of hubli who 

runs agency called as “hookers’ inn” was really pissed off when he 

heard this news. Every bachelor, unmarried men and some of the 

unsatisfied married men are aware that he runs the agency which 

fulfills their desires. Naturally petkar is pissed off as he is loosing 

very potential and influential customer. But singh has assured him 

that he need not worry till kodandapani and raikar are bachelor and 

it seems these both are not likely to get marry in this decade. Due to 

the influence of singh the business of petkar has gone up drastically. 

And now ICICI is thinking of providing an ATM centre at that 

place. Even medical reps have started visiting petkar in order to 

take his support for their contraceptive products. Recently WHO 

representative visited and declared the venue as AIDS free though 

the getting laid is not free at this place. Petkar started this business 

in competition with subhas hebballi’s ADDE and now he has 

thrown him out the business. Some reliable sources also say that 

singh is partner in this business also and that is how petkar gets

regular customers. Vishnu though looks like virgin has helped 

plenty of people to loose their virginity. But whatever vishnu does it 

is matter of his bread and butter and should not be considered as 

dirty business. And more over it is the only place after whitehorse 

which refreshes you both physically and mentally. 

Live on CNN XXX SECURITY 

KILLE: This marriage will be 

telecasted live on City Nuisance

Network which singh partnered 

years before. Infact this was the 

first business singh started and 

after that he partnered in almost 

all businesses of the city. This is 

the second personal event 

telecasted in this channel after 

sudhir saraf’s homa. Marriage 

will be telecasted till the 

bridegroom  goes to the bedroom. 

There won’t be any commercial 

breaks as this is vital event and lot of 

VIP’s are expected to come to the 

marriage. 

 

IDGA MAIDAN: Looking at 

the popularity of singh and 

expected leaders to arrive on 

the day to the city, the 

commissioner of hubli –

dharwad has decided to go for 

the XXX security. This is  first 

time in the history of indian 

police dept that this new 

security system will be 

implimented after it is passed 

in the parliament. According to 

the dept. this is the first biggest 

event after the visit of president

Abdul kalam.Meanwhile 

Naveen Raj singh is likely to 

be deputed to hubli on 

additional duty in order to 

avoid the corruption and hadle 

the contractors. NR singh is a 

distant relative of Subhas singh 

and people believe that singh 

played vital role in transferring 

him to Bidar. Almost all 

community leaders are 

expected to turn out for the 

marriage and hence there will 

be peace committee meeting 

the night before the marriage. 

VAKKYA WORRIES 
AKKIHONDA : Prakash vakkund 

well known dust powder seller 

under the brand name of Vakkund 

tea is worried about this marriage. 

He says – already once in week 

singh calls for hubli bandh &

twice in a month for road roko &

now if gets married there will be 

more no.of singhs to do strikes for 

every silly reasons in future which 

will affect his culprit business. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


